Parallel Random Search Algorithm of Constrained Pseudo-Boolean




















pseudo­Boolean   optimization   problems.   Existing   optimization   algorithms   are   adapted   for   the 






potentialities.  We   are   allowed   to   formulate   all   the   practical   discrete   optimization  problems   as 
problems of pseudo­Boolean function optimization [1,3,7]. That is why, the methods of the pseudo­
Boolean optimization have very wide range of application.
Most   practical   significant   pseudo­Boolean   optimization   problems   are   constrained 
optimization problems. 
Most   exact   solution   discrete   optimization   approaches   are   based   on   branch­and­bound 
method   (tree   search).  Applications  of   tree   search   are   found   in   such   areas   as   routing,   theorem 
proving, game theory, combinatorial optimization, artificial intelligence. The classical examples of 
the problems solved with branch­and­bound method are the integer knapsack problem, the travelling 





















a ij x ijmax ; (1)


























































































































1. k=0,   the   starting   values   of   the   probabilities  Pk={pk1,  pk2,   ...   ,  pkN}   are   assigned  where 
pkj=P{xj=1}.  The  starting  probabilities   is  a  very  significant  question   for   the  constrained 
optimization problems (see section 2). 
2. With probabilities defined by the vector  Pk,   there are generated a set of the independent 
random points Xki.
3. The function values in these points are calculated: F(Xki).






Fmin X = min
k=1,... , R
{ min
i=1, ... , N
f X ki} . (11)










For   the   practical   technical   and   economic   problems  which   need   the   variant   probability 
method for their solution, the realization of the algorithm takes into account the particularities of 






many   authors   [16,17,21]   though   some   approaches   offered   for   genetic   algorithms   may   be 
implemented for radnom search algorithms parallelization.
Here,  we offer an approach of adaptation of  the existing programs realizing the random 






































































algorithm  realizes   the  method   of   constrained  optimization,   the   initial   value   of   the  probability 








starts  of our algorithm give us no results   in   the allowed solutions area.  This  peculiarity   is  not 
illustrated in the picture 1 for the simplicity.









f ki=F P X =CPENALTY ∑
k=1
N CONSTR
F Pk X ; (12)
f ki











bi kBk .} (13)
Here, CPENALTY is some coefficient. If some estimation of the maximum value of the objective 





∣a i∣ . (14)












xmax  kj  is   the   j­th  component  of   the vector  Xmaxk  which gives   the maximum value  of   the 





which  may   cause   that   all   the   further   generations  of   the  X  vector  have   the   same value  of   the 
corresponding component which does not give the allowed solution due to constrains (10).
pk , j={
pk−1 , j⋅d , xkj
max=1∧xkj
min=0∧ pk−1 , j0.5 ,
1−




min=0∧ pk−1 , j0.5 ,




min=1∧pk−1  , j0.5 ,
1−1−p k−1 , j⋅d , x kj
max=0∧x kj
min=1∧pk−1  , j0.5 ,





on   the   step   number  k.   In   this   case,   the   absolute   value   of   adaptation   step   depends   on   the 
corresponding value of  pkj.






























allowed solutions  area.  After several steps,   the penalty function minimization process results   in 














































c$omp parallel do 
      do i = 1, N
         <Random vector generation>




c$omp end parallel do 



































































































































allowed   solution   area.  Also,   in   case   of   non­linear   objective   function   and/or   constraints,   their 
calculation expenses may differ depending on the arguments contained in X vector. That is why, the 
dynamic execution mode is needed. In this mode, the loops of the cycle are distributed between 






difference)  with   both   types   of     execution  mode   if  we   run   the   algorithm   to   solve   the   linear 
optimization problems with 100­10000 variables at the 4­processor system.









































































































starts   the   cycle   of   the   random  X  vector   generation  with   probability   vector   adaptation.   If   the 






















In  figure 3,  we offer  the optimization algorithm for   the multicomputer  systems with no 
shared memory performing the information exchange with message passing interface.  The most 
popular  examples  of  that  kind of systems are  the systems using MPI  library (Message Passing 
Interface) [26] or PVM library (Parallel Virtual Machine). Both libraries are distributed under the 
GNU/GPL license and included in different versions of the GNU/Linux operating system. We have 












of the local variables  fL*  ,  fLM* which contain the best (maximum) values of the objective function 




































































































For   the  parallel   random search  algorithms,   the   analytical   estimation  of   the   comparative 
efficiency   of   the   parallel   versions   in   comparison  with   the   corresponding   serial   algorithms   is 
difficult. The analytical estimations of the efficiency of the random search algorithms are described 
with the recurrent formulas [28] which need the very concrete information of the objective function 
(linearity, unimodality etc.)  In case of constrained optimization,   the analytical estimation of the 
algorithm  efficiency   is   even  more   complex   problem.  The   analytical   estimation   of   the   parallel 
version of the algorithm is based on the comparison of the time spent to solve the parallel part of the 
algorithm (Figure 2) and serial part of the algorithm which includes probability vector adaptation 










set of the  test  problems. The coefficients  of  the objective functions and constrains are set by a 
random generator [7,8,13,25]. The coefficients in the constraints are also generated. The right parts 
of the constraints are selected so that the problem has admissible solutions. The problems are solved 




































is   interesting,   that   at   the  very   first   steps,   the  parallel   efficiency  coefficient   is   less   than  at   the 
following  steps.  The  possible   reason of   this   fact   is   the  process  of  parameters   tuning  which   is 
performed by each node at the first steps and the intensive message passing.
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